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The aims of research are to find out and to describe (1) implementation of education and training management, (2) achievement of holding education and training at, (3) Supporting by stakeholders in implementation of education and training at Rajabasa kwartir’s scout training and education center in south Lampung.

This research used qualitative approach by case study design. To collecting the data, it used dialogue, documentation and observation. Subject of research consists of staff at kwartir’s scout training in South Lampung, leader of kwartir’s scout training Rajabasa, trainer, participants of education and training, society, and the head of Youth and Sport Department.

The result of research are: (1) implementation of management activity education and training at Rajabasa kwartir’s scout training and education center in South Lampung is started from analyzing of education and training activity needs through evaluation assessment, it analyze last activity until present activity. Then had done activity to design education and training activity which is suitable for the implementation. Activity design result at Rajabasa kwartir’s scout training and education center also develop valid material which is suitable for development. Implementation of education and training activity at Rajabasa training and education center belong to discuss result and program in Rajabasa training and education center. Purpose of education and training implementation at Rajabasa training and education center is to produce education and training participants which are able to apply ethic code, regardness code and scout basic principally in environmental, (3) supporting from Stakeholders in implementing of education and training at Rajabasa training and education in south Lampung get good support, by moril and material from all of stakeholders component.
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